Cb750k cafe racer

Yes, the Honda CB is probably the most popular base bike for a cafe racer project. But there are
also lots of rip-offs or simply crappy builds out there. Last week, I received a message from
Belgium with a darn good CB build which you can see here. He was bitten by the cafe racer bug
about a year ago and he decided to build one for himself. When we asked him about the budget,
he had a hard time to tell. He stripped the bike and refurbished most parts and repainted the
engine and frame. The engine was in a very good shape, so he only gave it some TLC with fresh
gaskets and liquids. After that, he hand-crafted the seat and rear hump out of polyester with
custom leather upholstery. Just like the frame, he did the painting all by himself. Custom cafe
racer parts where source from all over the internet like the head light, grips, mirrors, rear
shocks, pod filters, mufflers, exhaust wrap yes, it actually suits this build! Not bad for a low
budget cafe racer project! Can we expect more from Martial? Oh yes! We look forward to it! The
Honda CB, also known as the worlds first super bike, remains a popular pick for custom bike
builders. Great engine, good frame and pretty powerful specs. They're specialized in restoring
Japanese motorcycles and just made this awesome CBâ€¦. He did an amazing job and the list of
custom parts modifications isâ€¦. Your email address will not be published. We roll on our
readers submissions, so if you want to show off your custom motorcycle: submit your brew!
Thank you for subscribing. Something went wrong. Skip to main content Skip to secondary
menu Skip to primary sidebar Skip to footer Home Submit your brew! Related Posts. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Footer BikeBrewers. Photo credits
Guest bloggers Newsletter Privacy Advertise. Search The Blog Search the site Newsletter
Signup Sign up and be the first to see new custom bikes! He began by researching bikes that
were suitable donors and it was the Honda Fours that he kept coming back to. Standing at 6
foot 2 Bruce needed a larger bike so a was the obvious choice. Working in the evenings after
his kids went to bed, Bruce stripped the bike down. His engine had already undergone a top end
rebuild so he focused on refurbishing any external parts that were showing their age. The rims
were then laced to the hydro blasted hubs using stainless spokes before being wrapped in fresh
rubber. Without the tools to fabricate his own, Bruce grabbed a few parts from aftermarket
specialists to keep his build progressing. Bruce and his mates then fit each of the parts to the
bike as it went back together in a process he compares to building a huge Meccano set. To
make his Honda a reliable ride Bruce also installed a Motogadget M-Unit to manage the electrics
and a Pamco Ignition system to keep it firing strong. For a bit of extra grunt, a set of 4-into-1
Delkevic headers went on to the engine and are finished off with a custom muffler from the DCC
crew. Not wanting to be responsible for simply rebuilding a CB Bruce then decided to have a go
at metal forming. During the build, Bruce was also lucky enough to connect with a local CB guru
who helped him overcome any hurdles. Fred imparted his knowledge of classic Honda fours to
Bruce helping him with everything from fitting the upgraded electrics to putting the whole thing
back together again. Photography by Jason Lau. Now Week Month. Cafe Racers. Electric
Motorcycle. Gear Reviews. More Stuff. S Workshops U. Share Tweet. See also. PunkD Honda CB
custom. See all results. Subscribe Our newsletter delivers all the Cafe Racer news, rumors,
deals and events directly to you each week. On top of all the terrible things attributed to the
outbreak of the Coronavirus, many motorcyclists around the world have had to endure months
of not being able to ride their beloved bikes. And now, with the northern hemisphere about to
enter into another winter, our friends up north are winterizing their bikes, which means even
more time out of the saddle. Today, to inspire you to make a start, Utah native Dalton Devore is
here to share some details about his Honda CBK cafe racer winter build. I built this cafe racer
because Utah winters can be difficult, and I find building bikes takes those blues away. The
donor bike came from the local classifieds, but it was just a rolling chassis with no motor, so I
had to source the engine separately. My design was Initially based off a Norton. I really like the
styling and overall aesthetics of British machines, but love the reliability of the Japanese
brands. As far as custom work, this whole bike had to be built from the frame up. Additionally,
the head has been fully ported, valve guides shortened and it has a larger aftermarket cam. The
transmission has been race cut and the stock clutch has been upgraded to a Barnett system
with a billet pressure plate and to top it all off. To top it all off the exhaust system is a full
MotoGP Werks 4 into 1 setup. The dash has been custom built with a brand new design and
everything is powered by a wiring harness which I built from scratch. The bar-end turn signals
are Motogadget too and I have used guitar amp style switches integrated into the handlebar
with internal wiring to control all the accessories. Sitting over the frame is a Yamaha XS which I
painstakingly modified to fit. The frame itself has also been customised. A section beneath is
removable which allows for top end engine maintenance and servicing without having to pull
the motor from the frame. My CBK cafe racer pulls much harder than a stock alternative through
all the gears. The seating position is race-worthy and the rearsets allow for a more aggressive
lean through the turns. I decided on building a high-performance Honda CBK because these

bikes have so much untapped potential. Plus the sound of the old school inline-four is hard to
beat! The bike is an absolute blast to ride, plus it turns heads everywhere I go! Photography by
Jeremy Foster. Now Week Month. Cafe Racers. Electric Motorcycle. Gear Reviews. More Stuff. S
Workshops U. Share Tweet. See all results. Subscribe Our newsletter delivers all the Cafe Racer
news, rumors, deals and events directly to you each week. Introduced in , the bike offered 68
horsepower and a top speed of mph. Cycle World called the bike a masterpiece:. The lines lend
themselves readily to the racer aesthetic, and the power and handling were so far ahead of their
time, the might CB remains an impressive motorcycle. The later DOHC [â€¦]. In the last four
years, his [â€¦]. Run by Alex Childs, Vandals Moto has [â€¦]. Earlier this month, [â€¦]. However,
the cc Hall-of-Famer is getting [â€¦]. Enter Mark Guevara of [â€¦]. However, by the [â€¦]. He says:
[â€¦]. Webster Designs. Justin was recently featured on the Esquire series Wrench Against The
Machine, which we highly recommend, [â€¦]. I can attest to being sent home multiple times from
the inspection center with [â€¦]. It hardly even looks like a CB any longer, but more like the
dream machine [â€¦]. John, Indiana, just outside of Chicago. After moving to the States, his
two-wheeled obsession went dormant until [â€¦]. Now Bram and the boys are back with a [â€¦].
The RC04 was the German version of the Nighthawk. Believe it or not, we were seeking out the
builder, Ben Smith, about featuring the bike the very [â€¦]. Hard to think of a better combination,
right? BikeBound made the pilgrimage last month, and we [â€¦]. Bratstyle CB by Fuel Well Moto
- Some custom builds start out as basket-cases, some as rusty barn finds, some as battered
runners. Not very many start out as lime green, chromed-out cruisers. Today, Dave brings us
the story of another classic fitted with a cc, [â€¦]. Recent Posts. View on Instagram. First and
foremost this bike is a rider it was built for greater braking handling and. Or that s what it was.
Not to mention due to the popularity of cafe racers these days plenty of parts. I think this makes
a much better cafe racer than the cb Category caf racer. Jim shorts 1 views. Up for auction is
my recently built honda cb Lighter 10 rpm redline stock 6 speed tranny. The bike that coined the
term superbike is an icon of its time. Posted over 1 month. This is the entire journey of my cb
cafe racer build in a 15 minute time lapse if you want to see more details you can see each
episode on the honda cb In a somewhat familiar manner the build story starts with a tipsy late
night rose tinted ebay purchase. The bike you see here started life as cb The first cb rolled out
of the factory in after a year of development on the transverse 4 cylinder engine to rapturous
welcome. The first mass produced 4 cylinder bike. This auction buynow is held by our partner
ebay. Nick murray 59 views. Cb honda cb cafe racer cb tracker bobber brat fighter custom dohc.
Here s my nighthawk. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Share This: tweet. If you are looking for
cafe racer parts you have come to the right place. Moto guzzi v35 imola ii cc 29kw 01 12 moto
guzzi v35 tt cc 20kw 01 12 One of the most evocative paint schemes in motorcycling is the red
and lime green of moto guzzi s iconic v7 sport. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address
will not be published. Webster Designs. When building bikes, I like to not have a single item
stand out too prominently. All modifications should flow with one another and compliment each
other, not compete. Webster Designs is a small, relatively unknown, rapidly growing company
that specializes in designing and manufacturing custom aftermarket motorcycle parts for
vintage Hondas as well as other brand specific parts and universal fit products , providing
one-off fabrication, and doing full custom built bikes. I am located in Gainesville, Florida
currently. I was also an invited builder to the prestigious Handbuilt Motorcycle Show. I grew up
working on hot rods with my father and always dreamed about having my own custom shop
growing up. I never let that dream fade and was determined to make it happen. I fell into the
motorcycle industry when I purchased my first motorcycle CBF in college. People liked what I
was making and the rest is history. I worked the business at night after my day job and went full
time with the business 2 years ago. I am completely self taught in all aspects. I truly have my
father to thank for instilling in me the passion for all things mechanical and showing us what
true work ethic looks like. He pointed me in the right directions growing up and I ran with it. He
was always there to point me in another direction when I strayed from the path. This bike was
built on commission for a client out of Orlando, FL. He had interest in starting to ride
motorcycles and really liked the detail focused style of our builds. Being his first bike one hell
of a first motorcycle! I found the bike in barn in Illinois. It was in a typical state for an almost 40
year old bike but was relatively unmolested and made for a prime donor for this build. The client
wanted a classic styled bike that was not overtly modernized. So we went with a style that is
tried and true and will stand the test of time. We really pride ourselves on the detail oriented
focus of our build and this bike is not without. There are so many items that can be found and
noticed each time you revisit the bike. The bike was completely disassembled and the frame
was detabbed and modified accordingly. All switch gear except for the a minimalistic turn signal
switch were removed from the bars and relocated to custom made mounts on the frame below

the tank. The triple trees were shaved and smoothed to remove all casting marks and a pedestal
mount was added to the lower triple to mount the bates style headlight and to get rid of any
headlight fork ears to reduce clutter on the front end. A floating mount was fabricated to attach
the Motogadget Motoscope Tiny gauge to the shaved and smoothed upper triple tree. The motor
was completely rebuilt and brought back to a better than new state with fresh internals, hand
polished covers and a nice exhaust system topped off with a Cone Engineering reverse
megaphone muffler. All mechanical items were gone through and updated, upgraded or
replaced where necessary. I hand made the rear seat cowl to flow with the lines of the CBK tank
that I swapped onto the bike. Custom paint and powdercoat inspired by s appliances was laid
down to finish it all off along with upholstery. To top it all off the bike was outfitted with a full
array of J. I am particularly proud of how well the bikes lines flow well and all the finishes
compliment one another. I am also proud of how well our parts blend into the style of the bike
and really help set it apart. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Below, we get the full story from Justin on
this oh-so-clean CB. Customer project, company promotion, personal, etc. Webster Designs:
Leave a Comment Cancel Your email address will not be published. Recent Posts. View on
Instagram. You do not have JavaScript enabled. In order to enjoy all the features of CB Set your
valves first, nobody ever does it and the single biggest cause of them not revving fully out
without missing. Number two reason will be pods. I suspect electrical. Thanks for the help , it's
is very appreciated I've got the service and Cylmer manuals got it running , little rough waiting
for ice to. It hovers and must wobble a bit, it allows the flow to center it. Positive solid contact
would lead to lightning wear. Need Keihin brand. Yep , PITA for sure , Waited a month for janky
ebay chinese rebuild kit , I can use float bowl gaskets and pilots screws at least they. Sounds
like completely wrong parts set. Pilot will NOT work. Help Keep me logged in. Home Featured
Content. All CB enthusiasts are welcome regardless of where you are from or whether you are
into CB choppers, bobbers, cafe racers, drag bikes, or restorations. Enjoy the site! Featured
Content. Published on AM. Enter the drawing now! Published on PM. Happy New Year! It's the
new year and we have a lot to look forward to in ! The site will be overhauled to keep up with the
demand for new features, mobile compatibility, and security issues. Change is hard, but in this
case necessary, and we hope the transition goes smoothly and makes for an even stronger
community. If your resolution for the new year was like mine to de-clutter and organize, and you
have boxes of CB parts you don't know what to do with, consider listing them in our Classifieds
Section. It's simple and free. Register today if you're not already a member. Thank you to
everyone who has helped to make this community great. Hopefully we have many more great
years ahead. Happy New Year to you all! MAC Performance. Mac Performance is looking for
someone in the Southern California area with a CB to lend their bike for exhaust prototyping.
Click for details! Stabler's Amen Savior CB It turned out great! He bought the frame on Ebay in
and had it delivered in early The project took about three years to complete. He had the
handlebars custom made to his specifications out of stainless tubing. Stabler made a stainless
steel bracket to mount the NOS New Old Stock Sears auxiliary lights and he also made the sissy
bar from stainless round bar. The bike has a Harley Narrow Glide front end with a 21" wheel up
front and an 18" wheel in the rear. The tank is an old '70s GME and the rear fender is a simple
bobbed flat fender. The paint job was done by Mats Kroon. See the build from start to finish.
Click to enlarge:. Page 1 of 3 1 2 3 Last Jump to page:. Recent Forum Posts. Number two reason
will be pods High rpm cutout amc49 Yesterday, PM. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All
rights reserved. On top of all the terrible things attributed to the outbreak of the Coronavirus,
many motorcyclists around the world have had to endure months of not being able to ride their
beloved bikes. And now, with the northern hemisphere about to enter into another winter, our
friends up north are winterizing their bikes, which means even more time out of the saddle.
Today, to inspire you to make a start, Utah native Dalton Devore is here to share some details
about his Honda CBK cafe racer winter build. I built this cafe racer because Utah winters can be
difficult, and I find building bikes takes those blues away. The donor bike came from the local
classifieds, but it was just a rolling chassis with no motor, so I had to source the engine
separately. My design was Initially based off a Norton. I really like the styling and overall
aesthetics of British machines, but love the reliability of the Japanese brands. As far as custom
work, this whole bike had to be built from the frame up. Additionally, the head has been fully
ported, valve guides shortened and it has a larger aftermarket cam. The transmission has been
race cut and the stock clutch has been upgraded to a Barnett system with a billet pressure plate
and to top it all off. To top it all off the exhaust system is a full MotoGP Werks 4 into 1 setup.
The dash has been custom built with a brand new design and everything is powered by a wiring
harness which I built from scratch. The bar-end turn signals are Motogadget too and I have used
guitar amp style switches integrated into the handlebar with internal wiring to control all the

accessories. Sitting over the frame is a Yamaha XS which I painstakingly modified to fit. The
frame itself has also been customised. A section beneath is removable which allows for top end
engine maintenance and servicing without having to pull the motor from the frame. My CBK cafe
racer pulls much harder than a stock alternative through all the gears. The seating position is
race-worthy and the rearsets allow for a more aggressive lean through the turns. I decided on
building a high-performance Honda CBK because these bikes have so much untapped potential.
Plus the sound of the old school inline-four is hard to beat! The bike is an absolute blast to ride,
plus it turns heads everywhere I go! Photography by Jeremy Foster. Now Week Month. Cafe
Racers. Electric Motorcycle. Gear Reviews. More Stuff. S Workshops U. Share Tweet. Building a
Cafe Racer Honda Yamaha. Japanese Racers â€” Clones or stand alones. See all results.
Subscribe Our newsletter delivers all the Cafe Racer news, rumors, deals and events directly to
you each week. All original Honda CB Only modification- low profile bars. No mechanical
problems, runs like clockwork with stock air filter and carbs. Not perfect, being a 46 year old
motorcycle with miles on it, b This is a Honda GL Goldwing. It has been setting for a few years,
ran perfectly when parked. Look at pictures to determine condition! Immaculate condition. It all
works as should. No leaks. Just original miles. New Dunlop Tires and battery. Delkevic exhaust
pipe. Buyer is responsib Up for sale is my CBt. I purchased it from the original owner of over
40yrs. Up for auction is my Honda CL This bike was purchased from a friend who made most of
the modifications into the cafe racer style it has beco It has open XS Exhausts â€” which makes
the bike awesom This Honda CBK was refurbished and modified with a rebuild of the cc
inline-four that was then equipped with a turbocharger and a custom ex Honda Cafe Racers.
Home Honda Cafe Racers. Condition : Seller refurbished. Condition : Pre-owned. Condition :
Used. Forgot Your Password? Reset My Account Processing Make Honda. Model CB. I bought it
basically as you see it but with a different paint scheme. Recently, I have invested a significant
amount of money in making this bike look like it does now. I put a few decals on the bike since it
was painted, but I left the paint blank so the new owner can put their own touch on it. I have also
done a significant amount of other maintenance. The bike starts on the first kick, and it is fun to
ride. It is a real head turner, and I get a lot on compliments on it. I have taken good care of it,
and I have spent a good amount of money getting it to where it is now. I hope you can
appreciate it. I do know the market, and I am not desperate to sell it so please be reasonable.
Please note that there are no turn signals on the bike. They are not required by Florida law for
antique motorcycles. The wiring is present. There are no other issues known with the bike.
Everything works the way it should, and all systems have been gone through to ensure the bike
is safe to operate. Clean Florida title in hand, and it is for sale locally. Call me with any other
questions For sale is a beautiful, black, impeccably restored Honda CB with 17, miles. Frame off
restoration approximately 3 years ago. Less than 1, miles since engine re-build top and bottom
end by Charlotte-based 2Topia Cycles. Majority of work receipts available. Always garaged and
adult ridden, this bike runs and rides the same as or better than a new one! Clean and clear title
in hand. Will reasonably cooperate with shipping company. The CB was a game changer. Our
goals for this one were simple: Maintain some of the original look and feel, see how much
weight we could take off this baby without loosing any of the nice 'features', make it go faster,
make it stop quicker, and make it look good doing it! Official weight of only lbs wet, thats a As
always, we will be donating a portion the the sale to the No Kid Hungry Campain. Please visit
our blog for more photos and details. Specs: Displacement: A quick freshen up including,
lapping the valves, new valve seals, new rings, new seals and gaskets was all that was needed
inside. Everything was vapor blasted before painting the cases, polishing the covers and
finishing with a brushed effect, and installing new allen head bolts throughout. Frame- Before
being powder coated in gloss black, we removed all unnecessary brackets, tabs, and other bits.
We did away with the old oil tank and fabbed up a new low profile one that acts as the rear
fender and opens up the middle of the bike a bit. We also made new oil lines to send and receive
the lube. We saved the plans for the oil tank if you would like to order one, available in
aluminum. The forks are preload, damping, and compression adjustable while the shocks are
adjustable using a spanner and gas. With the new shock mounts and forks, the bike now has
killer stance. We also fabbed up a new fork brace that holds the removable front fender.
Lighting, Controls, and Gauges- Up front we have a new headlight with built in turn signals that
sits on custom aluminum brackets. We mounted the Motogadget Mini Gauge speedo, tach, odo,
time, trip in the headlight bucket to reduce clutter. Mounted into the top clamp we now have a
LED oil pressure light we figured if you cant find neutral or remember to turn off your signals
then whats the use. We used the same clip-ons from the Fireblade and put in a new set of
control switches for a CBK0. A new set of grips, custom made cables, and bar end sliders
complete the cockpit. The rear sets are also from the Fireblade and are mounted up to the frame
via new frame mounts and machined the rearset guards. Powering everything is a super light

Shorai battery. We knew that removing the starter motor would be an easy way to reduce
weight, but its nice to have the finer things in life, so we decided to keep it. We put a new thumb
lever cap on and a new petcock. The seat is a one of a kind fiberglass unit that we made to
follow the basic shape of the rear of the tank. We had the guys coat them with Speed Green
before adding the swooping lines that you may recognize from a CB The headlight bucket,
exhaust, and front fender all have the same textured black finish. We saved the seat mold if
anyone wants to order one. Brakes, Wheels, Tires- There are now dual floating discs up front
and a single disk in the rear. Dual four piston Nissin calipers handle the duty's in front pumped
by a 19mm Nissin radial master cylinder, and a single piston Nissin in the back. The bike is
running on Pirelli Diablo Rosso II tires front and rear riding on 17 inch Honda wheels that were
coated in gloss black. An added benefit of using the newer wheels is that they have the 'cush
drive' which reduces stress on your transmission. We also did a chain conversion, which uses
the stock Fireblade sprocket sizes and reduces weight. Set of plugs, tool kit, extra key, jetting
for your location, and detailed maintenance instructions. I will be happy to help in any way I can
including, giving names and numbers of companies I have used in the past, and holding the
bike for up to 1 month after payment is received to allow for more time to set up shipping if
needed. Payment in full is due within 14 days of auction close. The bike, title, etc. Credit cards
will be charged a 2. Built it to ride to work last year, but didn't like highway riding very much and
with a new car I don't plan on riding it this year. The bike is very clean and rides smooth. The
aluminum polishes up nicely as you can see from the pics. The carbs have all been rebuilt,
polished, and jetted. Front caliper is new with braided steel brake lines and rebuilt master
cylinder. Frame is sprayed in silver which is a nice change from the typical black, Tank and
body work, rear brake and wheels in a metallic blue. Please feel free to contact me with any
questions. Bike will not leave unless full amount is paid. Cash only. I have the original exhaust
in good condition along with the seat and handle bars that can go with. I have the right to end
this auction at anytime. Up for auction is my recently built Honda cb First and foremost this bike
is a rider, it was built for greater braking handling and acceleration it is meant to go and less
show, however with that said this bike and I have been featured recently in Pipeburn's
publications along with being re-posted all over the web and won some trophies in vintage
classes at local bike shows, but again its a very clean great looking bike but is not perfect it is
after all made mostly with recycled parts from other bikes. Copy and paste this to get to the
Pipeburn article: pipeburn. Front end is from a early 90's CBR f2, stock cb stem pressed and
welded onto cbr lower tree, upper yoke, forks new fluid and seals , rim, calipers, rotors, fender
etc Rear end is mid 90's CBR F3, swing arm, 5" rear wheel with new 48t sprocket, custom shims
for pivot bolt, new x chain, caliper, rotor, etc Carbon looking bar ends and levers. Cone type
filters with stainless bands instead of big hose clamps. Polished upper tree and engine side
covers not mirror polish didn't want chrome shine but they look great and there is a lot of time
into them sanding and polishing. Honda cbr rear sets with new foot rests pegs.. Custom sub
frame with a very comfortable coffee bean color cafe style seat with a small wrapped hump.
Integrated Led tail light strip with signals. New old stock OEM Suzuki gas cap for tank. New
ytx9bs AGM battery in a fabricated battery box located under bike, behind rear of engine also
using a Suzuki battery strap. There is labeled wires in the headlight bucket for a horn they are
already wired to the switch I can even throw in a used horn if your state requires one, I thought
maybe get a new small one and hide it in the bucket itself should be enough room. I am sure I
didn't touch on every little detail like new bearings and hardware through out but I imagine you
get the most of it and there is a walk around video plus lot's of pictures. Being as it is a old bike
there is no warranty but you and whoever owns the bike in the future will get and endless
supply of help with any questions about the bike how things were done I will even work on the
bike maintenance if your near by or can bring it to me. Basically whatever support I can give
and others who have bought my bikes metal art etc Any questions just ask and thanks for
looking. On Oct at PDT, seller added the following information: I can't seem to figure out
embedding the youtube video so for now just copy and paste this into browser youtube.
Beautiful custom cafe racer. This thing is a beast. I bought this CB from a custom builder in San
Diego two and a half years ago, and it's a hell of a bike. Unfortunately, it's physically impossible
to ride more than one bike at once, so I figure I should thin the herd a little. Fully murdered out
in matte black. High end Woodcraft clip-ons, because clubman bars are for amateurs. No
demure CB pop-pop-pop here, she roars. Tires are almost new -- most of the knobbies are still
intact as you can see in the photos. Look them up, they don't mess around. Title is clean and in
hand. She's a vintage bike 42 years old now so nothing's ever perfect with her. Anyone who
tries to tell you their bike is cherry is hiding something. Here's what I'm not hiding: Jets are a bit
big. That open pipe sucks a lot of air, so she's over-jetted to compensate. Every so often you
have to clean the plugs, but it's a small price to pay for that throaty exhaust note. The cheap

aftermarket speedo conked out on me a few months ago. Shit happens when you actually ride
your bike, she's no garage queen. I need to stop typing and hit submit before I change my mind.
I love this bike so much. I also ride a brand new Triumph Daytona and guess which bike gets all
the compliments? Hint: It's not the British crotch rocket. If you need help shipping the bike
anywhere in California, I can refer you to a reputable company. Most big tractor trailers take a
month to show up, this guy runs two bikes a week and delivers them personally. Im the second
owner of this bike8, miles Bike is originally red, I vinyl wrapped the tank and it can be peeled off.
I know there is more im forgetting. Clean Title in hand Whole bike was taken apart and cleaned
along with freshly painted frame and other parts. For sale is a beautiful, black Honda CB with
17, miles. Frame off professional resto mod approximately 3 years ago. Garaged and adult
ridden, this bike looks amazing, and it runs and rides very, very well! Selling Honda CB K1.
Second generation K1 is a great piece of motorcycle history. Bike is in excellent condition,
needs nothing, everything works. Older restoration. Original HM pipes in near perfect shape ie
excellent chrome, no rust, no holes. Bridgestone tires aprox 2, miles in great shape. New rear
shocks, dyna ignition including coil n wires, YUSA battery all aprox 2,miles ago. Paint in
excellent shape, 2 small specs on tank see pic, but no dings or dents. Left hand side cover was
cracked, previous owner did quality repair from inside, see pic. Want to be fair n clear this is not
a point or museum quality bike. It is a previously restored well cared for example that always
starts, runs great, very clean, dependable, and ridden regularly. Seller has bike posted on other
sites and reserves the right to sell at any time through other sources. Serious buyers only, and
please no low ballers. No overseas transactions, no exceptions. Will not ship this vintage bike,
local pickup only. Clear title in hand. Test rides only with cash in hand, seller reserves right to
refuse rides depending on rider experience. Will be glad to forward any extra requested pics or
video. Call Hal at seven seven zero or email halwhiteside1 at aol dot com. Purchased from
Harley Davidson of Macon, Ga. Total restoration. Have done compression check, link down
check all were good. New valve schemes in the head to bring to speck. New stators and
rectifier. Two new ignition coil. New NGK racing spark plug wires. New spark plugs , battery and
blinker relay switch. Rebuilt carburetor and added jet kit. New UNI carburetor filter and four into
one Mac muffler , removable baffle. Installed new brake master cylinder with new pads on front
and rear. New Sunline clutch perch and lever. Also installed new drag handle bars and new coil
over rear shocks. Rebuilt front forks and added new sprockets and chain. Powder coated rims ,
sprocket and sprocket nuts, front calabar nuts , foot brake lever and foot clutch lever. Painted
with automobile paint : frame, front forks, rear tail section, gas tank and front fender. Painted
motor with high temp. Hand fabricated rear seat , that is made out of metal. Also fabricated gas
tank and front finder. Please contact me at ask for Chris. This bike belonged to a friend of mine
for many years, and he did the majority of the custom work to the bike. In addition to some of
the custom body work seen in the photos, some other improvements have been made: New
wheel bearings, newly powdercoated rims, stainless spokes from Buchanan's, rebuilt front
forks and new rear shocks. Brand new set of tires and tubes. Also, the swing arm is from a 76
CB, and with that came the addition of the disc brake set up. A very nice addition to these old
bikes. There has also been an oil pressure gauge added as well as oil temp gauge at the oil
tank. This bike was purpose built to be blacked out and tough looking. It is all that. In the Cafe
style, clip-on bars have replaced the standard handlebars. The riding position is very
comfortable for what it is. This is a very nice running bike, that may only need a final synching
of the carbs to run absolutely flawless, everything esle seems to work fine. I have been storing
the bike in my shop for the last couple of years. I have just done a fresh Motul oil change, with a
carb rebuild and a new battery. The bike starts and runs well. Improvements can be made on
these 4 carb bikes Included in the sale is the original air cleaner assembly. I have set the price
and reserve fairly, as I know this is not a perfect example of either a stock or a custom bike.
There are cosmetic imperfections that some may not aprove of. Others will find it's rough and
ready urban demeanor a great fit for what they want. Please ask questions. Your bid is final.
Please bid only if you intend to win. I take my auctions very seriously, and ask that bidders
approach with the same respect. Thank you in advance. I can store the bike for an agreed upon
amount of time while shipping is worked out. This can be determined after full payment has
been made. The remainder is due within 5 days of winning the auction. This can be cash in
person, wire transfer, or cashiers check. The bike will not leave until funds have been verified.
Up for your consideration is a Honda CB K5. Clear Indiana title in my name. VIN cb Engine cbe
This is a good, complete non running project. Was last plated in and was running good at that
time. Engine turns over with good compression with kick or electric start. Frame is straight and
unaltered. Front and rear brakes are in working condition. Tires hold air but are older. Carbs
open with throttle and snap back. Shifts through all gears fine. Original key fits ignition and seat
lock. Inside of fuel is bright and clean. Bike was parked after the ignition quit turning bike on

and off. Wont take much to get this back on the road. See pics and feel free to message with any
questions or to see the bike in person. Sold as is no warranty. Full payment due via cashiers
check or cash in person. International buyers welcome with payment via wire transfer. Shipping
is the responsibility of the buyer. I can coordinate with shipper of your choice and hold the bike
safe until pick up can be arranged. Thanks for looking. Engine roars and she is stripped down,
so she is fast and mean no mirrors, no speedo or tach, etc. Original Tank with custom paint,
Professionally painted and baked wheels, fiberglass wrapped exhaust pipes with new exhaust
tip, pod air filters, new custom seat and u-bar, and Vortex Clip-On handle bars Am selling this
CB and my other custom CB to make room in the garage for the next projects. Serious Inquiries
only. There are 12, miles on the bike and still riding. I am selling because I am planning to travel
to SE Asia for 6 months and then move out to Colorado and can't store and
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then take it with me. The following is a list of the key aspects worked on. Only "modern" feel to
the bike will be the front forks and the gauge. Recently did more work to fit the Suzuki front
brakes to the Honda rim. Lined the inside of the gas tank to prevent rust. Rebuilt and polished
the Carburetor. Tuned Bike to run on oval pod filters. Checked valve clearance, timing, and
spark advancer. A custom choke lever I designed and had made has also been installed to
eliminate the chock lever and cable that went up to the left hand controls. I have also retained
the original air box and many other parts that were taken off the bike. There are also a lot of
extra parts for the carburetor left over that will be included. Rocky Ford, CO. Port Jefferson
Station, NY. Carthagena, OH. Memphis, TN. Alpharetta, GA. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

